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MONOLOGUE JOKES
President Trump made fun of Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos on Twitter
by calling him Jeff Bozo. Look for him to go after all the
other tech leaders – Tim Cuck (Tim Cook), Pill Gates (Bill
Gates), and Hack More-pee (Jack Dorsey).
Anthony Scaramucci is on Celebrity Big Brother, which I’m
being told is some sort of “Big Brothers, Big Sisters”
foundation for people that the general public don’t give a
crap about.
Chris Christie’s newest book says Donald Trump is surrounded
by “amateurs, grifters, weaklings, and felons’. Great, Donald
Trump has turned the White House into one of his hotels.
The government shutdown is in its third week with no sign of
slowing down. Federal workers everywhere are going to work
without a paycheck, including some at the White House. Man,
he really is turning that place into one of his hotels!
Chris Hanson from Dateline’s To Catch a Predator was arrested
recently and you know what they say, “You either die a hero
or live long enough to see yourself become the villain”.
Jason Momoa has discovered The Rock’s secret ingredient for
carrying franchises on his back – have a giant back.
After media resurfaced showing Mick Mulvaney calling
President Trump “a terrible human being” this week, sources
say that others close to the President have called him “even
worse”. Yeah, try daddy. (Image shows on screen of the Trump
children, including Tiffany) I’m sorry, that picture is
zoomed in, can we zoom out a bit more? (Pic zooms out,
includes Trump’s staff, Stormy Daniels, Karen McDougal, Rudy
Giuliani, Chris Christie, kicks out Tiffany) There we go,
much better.
After watching “Tidying Up with Marie Kondo” on Netflix
viewers are selling their things in order to live a more
simplistic lifestyle. And then they’ll Instagram it on the
mini-computer in their pocket.
Maroon 5 will be headlining the Super Bowl halftime show in
Atlanta. That’s right, from the geniuses who brought you
Coldplay and Beyonce, get ready for Maroon 5 in the
birthplace of modern rap.
Steve Carell is returning to TV in a show for Netflix called
“Space Force”, a comedy about Trump’s idea for the 6th branch
of Federal Government. That's yet another role that Chris
Christie lost out on.
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Carell’s return to television will disappoint fans of the hit
show “The Office” who would rather see him come back for a
revival. But his show is a “workplace comedy” about “the
space force”. That can’t be that different from The Office.
That’s like Captain America retiring from being a superhero
and joining the army.
Lots of people are upset after Gillette aired an ad about
toxic masculinity that they thought were “too PC” and are
throwing their Gillette razors away. It’s a new kind of
protest called “wasting your own money.”
An Eagles fan was accused of attacking his girlfriend and
putting their dog in the microwave after their recent loss.
He was apprehended outside, where he was waiting for a hot
dog to poop.
A New York Times article said that the biggest roadblock to
your productivity is your smartphone and even suggested that
you hide it so that you can get more work done. The article
was praised by parents everywhere and panned by WAIT (pulls
out phone) you guys, I think Beyonce just posted a new
photo!! What were we talking about?
Theresa May survived a vote of no confidence in the British
Parliament, 325-306. That’s right, almost half of the people
she works with said that they have no confidence in her. So
at least we have that in common.
Netflix has asked viewers to stop trying the
#BirdBoxChallenge, where people blindfold themselves on
camera while doing everyday tasks trying to go viral. Some
people don’t even use a blindfold (picture of Trump).
Notorious drug kingpin El Chapo apparently bribed the former
President of Mexico by paying him $100 million dollars in
2012. It got awkward when El Chapo slid the President a 20
dollar bill over the bar 5 million times.
Facebook reportedly spends 7.3 million dollars a year on
private security for CEO Mark Zuckerberg, or as he calls
them, “friends”.
Yahoo says that the key to a happier family life is a tidier
home. “It’s true,” says everyone who has ever stepped on a
Lego.
A church is under fire for a controversial sign they posted
that read “Bruce Jenner is still a man, homosexuality is
still a sin, the culture may change but the Bible does not”.
That’s right, the book with an Old and a New Testament never
changes.
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DESK BITS
PREVIOUSLY TITLED
Previous names of movies throughout the development process.
“There are a lot of times during the filmmaking process that
a movie or TV show’s title can change. We take a look at some
of our favorite movie name changes in our segment “Previously
Titled”
“Jurassic Park 2” was previously titled “Steven Spielberg
needs a summer home”
“Raiders of the Lost Ark” was previously titled “A History
Teachers Wet Dream”
“Manchester by the Sea” was previously titled “A Tuesday in
Boston"
“The Americans” was previously titled “The Trump Campaign”
USERS ALSO BOUGHT
Showing a popular item and what other people buy in addition
to that item.
“You know how when you buy something online, there’s a part
of your screen that shows you what people also buy? Let’s
look at some strange product combinations in “Users also
bought”
Gym membership - Users also bought one pint of rocky road ice
cream.
MAGA Hats - Users also bought lice removal kit.
Poster of Alexandra Ocasio-Cortez - Users also bought a fire
starter kit.
All seasons of The Ellen Show on DVD - Users also bought
Xanax.
Donald Trump's "Art of the Deal" - Users also bought aspirin.
Yeezys by Kanye - Users also bought blonde hairspray.
A signed picture of Senator Mitch McConnell - Users also
bought a turtle.
SIGNS THE WORLD IS ENDING
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Matching one real-world doomsday scenario to a funny news
headline. These would ideally be played out with graphic/onscreen support.
"A lot of climate scientists like to say that life on earth
will change drastically over the next couple years because of
catastrophic climate events, with some experts saying that
the world would "end". However we here at the show knew that
the world was ending, we just have different reasons than
these climate experts. I'll show you what we mean in a
segment called "Signs the world is ending".
One sign the world is ending - The average surface
temperature has risen 1.62 degrees since the 19th century.
Another sign the world is ending - Donald Trump went three
days without a typo in any of his tweets.
One sign the world is ending - The rate of ice mass loss on
Antarctica tripled this past decade, moving up to 119 tons of
ice lost per year.
Another sign the world is ending - Your nosy coworker Brenda
got promoted over you.
One reason the world is ending - Not only was 2018 the
warmest year on record, but eight of the 12 months that make
up the year were the warmest on record for those respective
months.
Another sign the world is ending - Your dad said he was proud
of you.
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Topical sketch - Unintentionally Racist Photographer
The door opens to reveal DINESH, walking in for his
headshots. Dinesh is a laid-back kid, but definitely nervous.
This is is his first photoshoot.
PHOTOGRAPHER
Welcome, Dinesh! How are you?
Our PHOTOGRAPHER is revealed. It's like she's perpetually on
Valium. No filter. Ever. She's very friendly, and always
means well. And by that, I mean she's oblivious.
DINESH
I'm good, good! Excited to get
these headshots done finally, I
really needed an update.
PHOTOGRAPHER
Well no problem, I take can
definitely take care of that for
you.
DINESH
Yeah, you came very highly
recommended. I was very impressed.
PHOTOGRAPHER
So tell me about yourself, Dinesh.
Is it okay if I call you that?
Dinesh thinks for a second, confused.
DINESH
Yeah, what else would you call me?
PHOTOGRAPHER
I didn't know if you had a nickname
like Din-Din or something.
Dinesh's eyes go wide. Wow. Din-Din?
DINESH
Nope, just Dinesh. I'm an actor and
a stand-up comedian.
PHOTOGRAPHER
Shut up, a comedian? I knew it, you
have such a great face for comedy.
You remind me of that one guy from
Netflix. What's his name?
DINESH
Hasan Minhaj?
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PHOTOGRAPHER
Yes! Hasan Minhaj! Man his TV show
is great. Who knew someone that
small could be so funny!
DINESH
Oh, you're thinking of Aziz Ansari.
PHOTOGRAPHER
Is that his name? Oh, I always mix
those two up. And who's that other
guy? From Big Bang Theory?
Kunal N-

DINESH

PHOTOGRAPHER
Yeah he's just great. I'm sure
you're wayyy funnier than him
though. You're cuter than him too.
DINESH
Aw, thanks.
PHOTOGRAPHER
It's true! Now let's take these
photos. I want you to stand right
there on that piece of tape and
pose for me. Just act natural.
Dinesh poses for the camera. It's very awkward, but our
photographer does not notice at all.
PHOTOGRAPHER (CONT’D)
Great, great. Good stuff. Now give
me some smiles, show me those
pearly whites!
Dinesh awkwardly tries to smile for the camera. The
photographer loves it.
PHOTOGRAPHER (CONT’D)
Perrrrfect. Now I want you to give
me a really great smile, like
you're an innocent…IT guy.
Dinesh appears confused. Our photographer laughs it off, it
was a silly mistake.
PHOTOGRAPHER (CONT’D)
Oh, you know what I mean! That's
just the role that you'll get
booked for.
(MORE)
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PHOTOGRAPHER (CONT’D)
It sucks, but every casting
director in town is looking for a
type.
DINESH
I guess you're right.
PHOTOGRAPHER
Great, great. Now let's shift gears
here a bit. Give me some serious
looks. Serve me some face!
Dinesh gives intense looks and poses to the camera. They look
neither intense nor serious but again, our photographer
doesn't seem to care.
PHOTOGRAPHER (CONT’D)
Yes, yes, give me that sexy
smolder. Now I want you to give me
a look like you're a really
serious…terrorist.
Dinesh drops his pose and looks at her quizzically. The
photographer chuckles to herself.
PHOTOGRAPHER (CONT’D)
Oh, there I go again, silly me. You
know what I meant though! Terrorist
is a very 'in' role these days.
It's all they're casting!
Ugh, fine.

DINESH

PHOTOGRAPHER
Now, you said you're a comedian,
right? Let's do some funny poses.
Dinesh does some funny poses - Karate kick, the LeBron,
posing with a mic in his hand, the people's eyebrow.
PHOTOGRAPHER (CONT’D)
Great, great. All good stuff. Now,
I want you to give me a look like
you're a really hilarious…IT Guy.
Dinesh throws his arms up.
Really?

DINESH

PHOTOGRAPHER
You know what I mean!
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Dinesh is indignant.
DINESH
No, I really don't think I do. What
does a hilarious IT Guy look like?
PHOTOGRAPHER
He's the guy that's always at the
water cooler, telling really funny
stories…
Okay…

DINESH

PHOTOGRAPHER
To everyone else in the call
center!
Dinesh has had enough, he is not going to put up with this.
DINESH
You know what, I don't need this.
There are definitely more roles
than "Terrorist" and "IT Guy" for
people like me. I have range!
PHOTOGRAPHER
You know what, you're right. You're
exactly right, and I apologize. I
should see you for more than your
skin color, and so should every
casting director.
Dinesh relents.
DINESH
Thank you, that means a lot, coming
from you.
PHOTOGRAPHER
Of course, now how about we finish
this session, huh? I'll cover the
whole thing for free as a sorry.
Free session? Dinesh changes his mind. He can put up with
free.
DINESH
You'd really do that? That's
awesome. I'd love to finish the
session.
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PHOTOGRAPHER
Great, now let's take some more
dramatic pictures, shall we? Give
me something epic, like you've just
blown yourself up and you're
arriving at Muhammad's house, ready
for your 72 virgins?
Never mind.
DINESH
Ok fuck off I'm out.
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Character sketch - MR. LUNDEGAARD
3 Students - Jack, Andrea, and Mason sit down at their desks.
JACK
I can't wait for class today.
MASON
Same, last week's lecture was
incredible.
ANDREA
Really? I haven't heard anything
about him, I just transferred into
this class.
JACK
Yeah he's so brilliant that you
never see his answers coming.
ANDREA
His answers? Don't you mean his
questions?
Exactly.

MASON

Just thenMR. LUNDEGAARD
Hello class!
The whole class stands up except for Andrea. MR. LUNDEGAARD
strides into the classroom, appearing as if out of thin air.
He moves gracefully to the center of the classroom.
CLASS (IN UNISON)
Hello Mr. Lundegaard!
Mr. Lundegaard smiles to the class. He speaks in gentle
tones.
MR. LUNDEGAARD
That was a wonderful hello. Thank
you. You may sit down now.
The class sits.
MR. LUNDEGAARD (CONT’D)
Now, let's continue from last week.
This week, we will be talking
about...
His voice trails off, and his eyebrows heighten.
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JACK
The Nixon Administration?

MASON
Chemical equations?

MR. LUNDEGAARD
-Shakespeare!
Jack and Mason click their tongues and snap their fingers.
Darn it!

JACK

MASON
Wrong again!
JACK
Isn't he a genius? You never see it
coming.
Andrea is so confused.
ANDREA
What just happened?
MR. LUNDEGAARD
Today's lesson will specifically be
about Romeo and Juliet, who you
will remember are...
His voice trails off, and his eyebrows heighten.
JACK
The most famous couple of all
time?

MASON
Together forever in eternity?

MR. LUNDEGAARD
-to blame for their own deaths!
Andrea's eyes get big. What did he just say?
Jack and Mason click their tongues. Another question missed.
JACK
We are not good at this!
MASON
I feel so stupid!
JACK
But he's so brilliant he makes me
want to be better you know?
I do know!

MASON
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ANDREA
I don't think this guy is as smart
as you guys think he is.
Mr. Lundegaard is now straddling the globe in the corner of
the classroom. He spins it.
MR. LUNDEGAARD
Now, a lot of people think that
Shakespeare was born in England.
But of course we all know where he
was actually born, right class?
CLASS (IN UNISON)
Spain, Mr. Lundegaard!
Andrea looks at Mason and Jack.
ANDREA
Guys, that's not right.
MASON
Of course it's right!
JACK
Mr. Lundegaard went to
Shakespeare's house in Spain so he
knows.
MR. LUNDEGAARD
But he moved to England when he was
12 after being banished for...
The voice trails. The eyebrow heightens.
JACK
A mind too brilliant for his
peers?

MASON
Beautiful prose beyond his
years?

MR. LUNDEGAARD
-Grand Larceny!
Andrea has had enough. She stands up.
ANDREA
Okay, Mr. Lundegaard that's enough.
There's no way that any of this is
true.
MR. LUNDEGAARD
Really? And what's your name,
Miss...
The voice. Those eyebrows.
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ANDREA
ANDREA! My name is Andrea!
Mr. Lundegaard is shocked.
MR. LUNDEGAARD
How dare you, I am your teacher!
ANDREA
All you do is let people finish
your sentences so you make them
feel smart and then you feed them
some crap that makes them feel dumb
again.
Hey!

JACK

MASON
That's not true!
MR. LUNDEGAARD
Darling AmberlinaAndrea.

ANDREA

MR. LUNDEGAARD
You are a young and innocent little
child. Don't be silly, you remind
me of something we used to say when
I was a child...
JACK
The early bird gets the worm?
MR.
-There's only
situation and
bitch, so get

MASON
I like my men thicc like
Thanos?

LUNDEGAARD
one loser in this
it ain't gonna be me
walking.

Andrea and Mr. Lundegaard look at each other. Hate burns in
Andrea's eyes. Mr. Lundegaard smirks as Andrea picks up her
backpack and leaves the classroom.
MR. LUNDEGAARD (CONT’D)
Now, where were we class? Oh right.
Shakespeare...

